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1 IntrodutionReently there has been a growing e�ort towards developing eÆient parallel algorithms for variousfundamental problems in omputational geometry. Aggarwal et al. [1℄ gave polylog algorithms fora various fundamental problems viz. Voronoi diagram, Planar point loation, Triangulation amongothers. Atallah and Goodrih [3℄ improved these algorithms by reduing the running time of mostof these algorithms to O(logn�loglogn) time using O(n) proessors. Hene, the previous e�orts aresub-optimal by at least a fator of loglogn, sine most of these problems need �(nlogn) time inthe sequential ase. For an optimal proessor-time produt the running time for most of thesealgorithms should be O(logn) using O(n) proessors.Randomization has been used in a wide number of appliations suessfully (for example see[21℄, [16℄, [24℄) and seems to be an ideal hoie for optimizing algorithms for various problems inomputational geometry. Clarkson ([5℄ and [6℄) used random sampling tehniques to derive betterupper-bounds for algorithms for the post-oÆe problem and higher-order Voronoi diagrams aswell as some ombinatorial quantities like k-sets and polytope-separation. Haussler and Welzl [14℄also used random sampling to solve half-spae query problems. This is the �rst paper whererandom sampling methods have been applied to yield eÆient parallel algorithms in omputationalgeometry. Clarkson's methods yielded bounds for the expeted running time of the algorithms. Inontrast, we are able to bound the tail estimates of the running time with high probability. Itis not lear how Clarkson's algorithms an be modi�ed to obtain high-probability bounds withoutinreasing the asymptoti running time of the algorithms (i.e. sine the algorithms terminate in thelaimed time bounds with onstant probability, one needs to repeat the algorithm O(logn) times toderease the failure probability to 1/n). Although this may not be very important in a sequentialenvironment, it turns out to be very ruial for bounding the resoures used by a parallel algorithm.This will beome learer in the proof of Theorem 2, where expeted bounds do not appear to besuÆient for deriving the laimed bounds.The term very high likelihood (probability) has been used in this paper to denote probability >1 - n�� for some � > 1 where n is the input size. Just like the big-O funtion serves to representthe omplexity bounds of deterministi algorithms, we shall use ~O to represent omplexity boundsof the randomized algorithms. We say that a randomized algorithm has resoure bound ~O(f(n))if there is a onstant  suh that the resoure used by the algorithm is no more than �f(n) withprobability � 1 � 1=n� for any � 1. (An equivalent de�nition will be bounding the resoure by� � f(n) with probability greater than 1 - n�� and in the rest of the paper they will be used in aninterhangeable manner).We have used some known tehniques methods like random mate, and extended tehniquesof Flashsort [21℄ to two-dimensions suessfully to redue the running time of a wide variety offundamental problems. Random mate was introdued in [17℄ to disard a onstant fration ofzeroes in a zero-one string in onstant time, and was also later used by Gazit [12℄. Randomsampling methods used by Reishuk [22℄ and Flashsort provided the initial inspiration for divideand onquer on the plane; although the problem at hand being muh harder, required severaladditional tehniques. We note that Clarkson [7℄ independently derived bounds for doing divide-and-onquer eÆiently for geometri problems in a more general setting.The algorithms in this paper have optimal speed-up when ompared to their orrespondingsequential ases. Table 1 summarizes the results in this paper and ompares them to the em2



previously 1 best known results. The organization of the paper is as follows : In setion 1, wepresent a very simple algorithm for planar-point loation whih demonstrates the usefulness ofrandomization. In setion 2, we present a new data struture whih an be onstruted eÆientlyusing random-sampling, and we all it nested-plane-sweep tree. In the following setion we applythis data struture to develop optimal algorithms for a number of problems for whih only eÆientdeterministi algorithms were known. In the �nal setion we redue problems like 3-D dominaneand range ounting to integer sorting whih an be then be optimally solved using an algorithmsimilar to Reif [20℄. Sine the urrently best-known algorithm for integer sorting is optimal forword-size n�, for any � > 0, our algorithms are not optimal in an information-theoreti sense (i.e.the sequential algorithms use only O(logn) bits per word). However, we feel that these are extremelysimple and should be of interest from a pratial viewpoint.Table 1Summary of our resultsProblem Previous bounds Our boundsPlanar Point loation O(lognloglogn) ~O(logn)Trapezoidal deomposition O(lognloglogn) ~O(logn)Triangulation O(lognloglogn) ~O(logn)3-D Maxima O(lognloglogn) O(logn)Two-set dominane ounting O(lognloglogn) O(logn)Multiple Range-ounting O(lognloglogn) O(logn)Visibility O(lognloglogn) ~O(logn)2 Point Loation In Planar Subdivisions In Logarithmi TimeWith High ProbabilityA PSLG (planar straight line graph) is a onneted graph whih an be embedded on a plane usingonly straight line edges. Given a PSLG and a query point, the point loation problem is to identifythe subdivision in the plane (indued by the PSLG) whih ontains the query point. If a PSLGhas n verties, in the sequential (uniproessor) ase, the asymptoti optimal query time perfor-mane of O(logn) an be ahieved by a variety of approahes (Kirkpatrik [15℄, Edelsbrunner [13℄among others). The performane is ahieved by binary searh on a well organized data strutureonstruted on the PSLG during the preproessing. The preproessing ost for the best knownsequential algorithms for point loation is 
(nlogn) operations, and thus the best parallel time forthis problem annot be better than O(logn) time using n proessors. We propose a randomizedmethod by whih the preproessing an be done in O(logn) time with very high probability usingO(n) proessors given a PSLG whih has only onvex subdivisions. A similar algorithm has alsobeen independently proposed by Dadoun and Kirkpatrik [10℄.1Optimal deterministi algorithms for these problems were obtained independently by Atallah, Cole andGoodrih [2℄. Also, see onlusions for some additional omments.
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2.1 The sequential algorithmKirkpatrik [15℄ proposed a triangulation re�nement tehnique whih builds a hierarhy of trian-gulated PSLG from the initial graph. Unfortunately, his method does not appear to be diretlyparallelizable. A review of his method will help the reader to understand the parallel versionpresented here. Starting with a triangulated PSLG (i.e. all faes inluding the exterior fae aretriangular), his algorithm removes an independent set of verties, and retriangulates the remain-ing graph. In addition, it keeps trak of the set of the eliminated triangles that have non-emptyintersetion with eah of the new triangles of the retriangulated graph. This proedure is repeatedsuessively until we are left with a onstant number of triangles. Atually we an stop when theproblem size is redued to O(logn). The searh proeeds in a hierarhial manner from the highestlevel, where the problem an now be solved in onstant time (O(logn) time if we stop at O(logn)size graph). Subsequently, at eah level we reloate the point with respet to the triangles whihinterset the triangle in the urrent level, thus re�ning the regions of loation at eah level. At thelowest level the point is loated with respet to the regions of the original PSLG and the searhis omplete. The searh data struture is a direted ayli graph (not a tree). Eah of the nodesrepresent a triangular region, and is onneted by direted ars to all the triangular regions thatit intersets in the previous level. At any node, the algorithm determines whih of its hildren thepoint lies in. Notie that a node an have more than one parent and hene the graph (the underly-ing searh struture) is not a tree. The eÆieny of this approah depends on the number of levelsof the triangulated PSLG, and the number of intersetions of eah triangle with the triangles in thenext lower level. By guaranteeing that a onstant fration of the verties, and hene the triangles,(sine it is a planar graph) are eliminated at eah suessive level a logarithmi level searh isahieved. However in doing so, one must also be areful that a triangle intersets a maximum ofa onstant number of triangles in the next level (i.e. eah node has a bounded onstant degree sothat a onstant time is spent at eah searh level). Both of the above riteria an be satis�ed byidentifying an independent set of verties eah having a degree � d, where d is a �xed onstant.The number edges in a planar triangulated graph (V, E) is 3jVj- 6 from Euler's formula (assumingthat the exterior fae is also a triangle). This adds up to a total vertex degree of 6jVj-12, givingus a lower bound on the number of verties with degree less than d. Thus the number of vertieswith degree less than d is at least 6jVj/d - 2 in a triangulated graph for d > 6, (a typial value ofd is 12). Sine a onstant fration of these verties an be eliminated at eah stage by identifyinga maximal independent set of verties, the height of the searh tree is at most O(log jV j). Thepreproessing time is dominated by the identi�ation of this independent set of degree � d, whihosts linear in size of the PSLG at eah level resulting in total time of O(n). If the initial PSLG isnot triangulated, the ost of triangulization dominates the pre-proessing time.In the disussion below we present a randomized method to identify a large independent setin onstant time for eah level using n proessors with a high probability. As a result, the searhstruture an be onstruted in O(logn) time.2.2 Choosing a large independent set with high probabilityAssoiate a proessor with eah vertex and eah edge of the PSLG (V,E). From Euler's formulawe need only O(jVj) proessors for the PSLG. An independent set onsisting of verties of degrees4



less than or equal to d an be identi�ed in the following manner. 2Algorithm Random-mateInput: A PSLG in form of a doubly onneted edge list (DCEL).Output: A large independent set of verties with degree � d.(1) Identify the set of verties with degree � d. This an be done in onstant timeusing one proessor for eah vertex. There will be at least 6jVj/d (ignoring the smallonstant) suh verties (from the previous disussion).(2) This has two phases :(2a) Randomly assign a tag `male' or `female' with equal probability to eahseleted vertex from step (1). The `males' onstitute the andidates for anindependent set. For eah edge between two `males' pronoune both verties`dead' by marking their orresponding ells. This is easily done by using oneproessor for every edge with onurrent write apability. Note that it is veryeasy to get rid of the onurrent-read feature sine a vertex has at most degreed and hene this step an be arried out in onstant number of steps (insteadof exatly one step).(2b) The `males' whih are not `dead' form an independent set.(3) Output the set X of `males' whih are not `dead'. The set X is an independent setof verties having degree less than d.It is obvious that the algorithm gives us an independent set whih is possibly smaller than themaximal independent set (a null set in the worst ase for a hain of males). However, we shallshow that on the average this tehnique will produe an independent set proportional to a onstantfration of the total number of nodes (verties of degree � d) with a very high probability.Lemma 1 Let n = jVj and nd denote the number of verties with degree less than or equal to d(nd � 6n/d from [15℄). There exist onstants , � (0 < � < 1), suh that P(jXj < �n ) � e�n.Proof: Assuming equal probabilities for a vertex being assigned a `male' and a `female' tag, theprobability of a vertex being in the independent set is greater than or equal to �12�d+1 (sine ithas � d + 1 neighbors). We onsider an independent set I3(nd) of verties whih are at a distane3 (i.e. the shortest distane between any two vertex in this set is three edges). Sine the graphhad a bounded degree d, the seletion of eah vertex an prevent the seletion of at most dmax= (d� 1)3 + (d� 1)2 + (d� 1) other verties. Thus the ardinality of this set is at least(1=dmax)6n/d or 6n/D (D is a onstant). The event of a vertex v 2 I3(nd) being in X (independentset) is independent of any other vertex in I3(nd). Thus the distribution of the ardinality of the2this is the random-mate tehnique mentioned earlier 5



independent set produed by algorithm Random-mate an be bounded from below by a binomialdistribution with p = �12�d+1, and mean � = jI3(ndjp � 6np=D.Using Angluin-Valiant's bounds (see equation (3) in appendix), for 0 � 1,Prob[jXj � (1� �)� ℄ exp(� �2�=2 )Using � = (1� �)6=D and  = �2=(12D) we arrive at the required form. 22.3 A parallel algorithmWe have shown that with very high probability, the size of the independent set will be greaterthan a onstant fration of n, whih is the key to �nding a logarithmi depth searh struture. Wepresent the omplete Point-Loation-Tree algorithm belowProedure Point-Loation-Tree(0) Let N be the number of verties in the urrent stage. If N � klogn (for some �xed onstantk), then halt. (then we an loate the query point in the O(logn) triangular faes in O(logn) timeusing a single proessor).(1) Assume that the given PSLG is triangulated. (If not, then we an use the proedure fortriangulation desribed in the latter setions to triangulate a PSLG in O(logn) time using O(n)proessors.)(2) Choose an independent set of verties eah of whih has degree � 12 using the method desribedabove with d = 12. Time = O(1).(3) Triangulate the remaining PSLG (after the removal of the independent set). Note that removalof a vertex of degree d (d � 12) neessitates triangulating a simple polygon of d verties. This anbe done in onstant time using 1 proessor for eah polygon.(4) Determine for eah of the new triangles (reated in step 3), whih of the old triangles itintersets. This an also be done in onstant time using one proessor for eah of the new trianglesusing onurrent read.(5) go to (0)Theorem 1 Algorithm Point-Loation-Tree runs in ~O(log n) time using O(n) proessors andO(nloglogn) spae in a CREW PRAM model. Furthermore, if the input PSLG is triangulated, wean redue the proessor bound to O(n/logn) without inreasing the asymptoti running time of thealgorithm.Proof : Eah of the steps at any level of reursion of the algorithm an be done in onstant timeusing O(n) proessors. From Lemma 1, there exist onstants � and  suh that the probability ofreduing the problem by a onstant fration (1 - �) is very high. Let ni denote the problem size(the number of verties remaining in the graph) at stage i of reursion, where n0 = n. We shallshow that after O(logn) stages, the problem size is less than O(logn) with very high likelihood.From lemma 1, P[ni � (1 - �)ni�1℄ � 1- n�K for ni�1 Klogn for some onstant K. The6



probability that this fails to hold in any level i (1 � i � log1=(1��) n) is less than n�K+Æ for anyÆ0. We abort the algorithm if the number of verties is greater than Klogn after the last stage andre-run the entire proedure. The argument for spae is similar to the sequential ase. We need anextra O(loglogn) fator spae for the triangulation proedure.If the input PSLG is triangulated, the number of operations performed is linear in n (followsfrom the sequential algorithm) and hene by Brent's slow-down proedure and using the load-balaning sheme of Cole and Viskin [9℄ or the randomized sheme of Miller and Reif [17℄, theproessor bounds an be redued to O(n/logn) without a�eting the asymptoti run-time. 2REMARK : Dadoun and Kirkpatrik [10℄ show that their algorithm runs in O(logn) expetedparallel time. However they do not extend their analysis for the high-probability bounds whih isalso O(logn) as shown in the previous theorem.Corollary 1: Given a planar subdivision S, onsisting of O(n) verties, we an loate O(n)query points in ~O(logn) time using O(n) proessors.Proof: Follows immediately from the previous disussion. 2A diret appliation of this result leads to the improvement in performane of Aggarwal et al. [1℄two-dimensional Voronoi diagram algorithm.Corollary 2: The Voronoi diagram of a set of O(n) points on a plane an be onstruted inO(log2n) expeted running time using O(n) proessors in a CREW PRAM model.Proof : Aggarwal et al. [1℄ uses a divide and onquer algorithm, where in eah of the logn stagesof reursion we need to perform point loation simultaneously for O(n) verties. Sine their planar-point loation needs O(log2n) time, the overall algorithm runs in O(log3n) time. Using our ran-domized planar-point loation algorithm, the expeted running time of algorithm is O(log2n). 23 Construting The Plane-Sweep Tree In O(log n) Parallel TimeUsing RandomizationThere are many problems in omputational geometry whose optimal sequential algorithms use theplane-sweeping paradigm. Aggarwal et al. [1℄ had proposed a data-struture, whih they all plane-sweep-tree. Using this, they were able to solve a number of problems eÆiently (suh as planarpoint loation and triangulations among others) in parallel using a linear number of proessors.This data-struture is similar to the segment-tree (proposed by J. Bentley and is also disussedin [18℄), the intervals of whih are indued by the projetion of the endpoints of the input set ofsegments on one of the axes. This was used to emulate the plane-sweeping paradigm. The ideaof using the plane sweep tree was later further developed by Atallah and Goodrih [3℄. We shallreview some de�nitions and results from their papers as they relate to our work.3.1 Review of plane-sweep treeLet T be a omplete binary tree with its leaves orresponding to the 2e +1 intervals formed byprojeting the 2e endpoints of a given set of e line segments onto the x-axis. Assoiated with eahnode v in the tree is an interval [av; bv℄ on the x axis orresponding to the union of intervals of itsdesendants. Let �v represent the vertial strip [av; bv ℄� (�1;1). A segment si overs a node v7



in T if its projetion X(si) on the x-axis spans the interval [av ; bv℄ (orresponding to v) but doesnot span the interval of v's parent node. It an be easily shown that no segment si overs morethan 2 nodes at any level and hene no more than O(log n) nodes of the tree.For eah node v of T, we keep trak of the the following properties:H(v) = fsi j si overs vg,W(v) = fsi j si has at least one endpoint in �vg.L(v) = fsi j si 2 W(v) and si intersets the left boundary of �vg.R(v) = fsi j si 2 W(v) and it intersets the right boundaryg.I(v) = fsi j the left endpoint of si is in �lefthild(v) and the right endpoint is in �righthild(v).If the given set of segments are non-interseting (as in the ase of a polygon), then these setsare ompletely ordered on y oordinate. The above quantities are omputed while onstrutingthe plane-sweep tree, whih are used to searh for segments diretly above or below a given querypoint.Multiloation : Given a plane-sweep tree, this proedure loates for eah input point p, thesegment in H(v) whih is diretly above (or below) p for all verties v in the tree suh that pbelongs to the interval �v .Augmented Plane sweep tree : This is a data struture obtained from a plane sweep tree byadding pointers to every node suh that given the position of an element in any node, its position inthe parent node an be loated in an additional onstant time. (For readers familiar with frationalasading, this data struture enables us to perform that.)3.2 Development of the new data-strutureFat 1 (Atallah and Goodrih [3℄) Multiloation of any query point an be done in O(logn) se-quential time in an augmented plane-sweep tree.The preproessing ost of building this data-struture was O(log2n) time using O(n) proessorsand O(nlogn) spae. Consequently, the above-mentioned problems needed 
(log2 n) time. Atal-lah and Goodrih [3℄ improved the preproessing time for onstruting the plane-sweep tree toO(lognloglogn) using parallel merging tehniques of Borodin and Hoproft [4℄ while keeping thenumber of proessors and the spae requirement unhanged. The dependene of their approah onparallel merging an be summed up in the following manner :Fat 2: The Plane-Sweep Tree of k segments an be onstruted in O(f(p,k)logk) time using pproessors (p � k), where f(p,k) denotes the time omplexity of merging two sorted lists of O(k)elements using p proessors.Sine f(k,k) = �(loglogk) (see Valiant [23℄ and Borodin and Hoproft [4℄), the bound O(lognloglogn)of Atallah and Goodrih's Build-Up algorithm for plane-sweep tree follows. Moreover, it enablesus to state a useful lemma:Lemma 2 The Plane-Sweep tree of n segments an be onstruted in O(log n) time with O(n1+�)proessors using Atallah and Goodrih's [3℄ approah.The proof follows from the well known result (Valiant [23℄ and Borodin and Hoproft [4℄) that twosorted lists of O(n) elements an be merged in onstant time using n1+� proessors. Using f(p,k)= O(1) in Fat 1 yields the required result. 8



An important ommon harateristi of Atallah and Goodrih's [3℄ algorithms is that the timeomplexity is dominated by the preproessing ost. More spei�ally, given the preomputed data-struture, triangulation and planar-point loation an be done in O(logn) time using n proessorsin a CREW model. Thus, it is worthwhile to try to improve the preproessing time to O(logn) sothat the overall running time of the algorithms an be redued to O(logn). Our approah avoidsmerging two O(n) size lists by using random sampling to build up a new data-struture alled theNested-Plane-Sweep tree in O(logn) time with very high probability. The overall running timeof our algorithms is ~O(logn) with O(n) proessors.We shall now give an outline of our method, whih will be formalized thereafter. The tehniquesused are similar to the random sampling used in the Flashsort algorithm of Reif and Valiant [21℄.The use of random-splitting is extended to two-dimensions. For this, we hoose randomly a sampleof pn segments from the given set of n segments. (We shall later see that, we hoose only n�o sizesample, 0 < �o < 1 and the atual value of �o will be less than 1/13. All the arguments in thisthis setion apply for any �o whih has been set to 1/2 for ease of presentation.) Every segmenthas an equal probability i.e. 1pn of being seleted. We build up the augmented plane-sweep treeof Atallah and Goodrih [3℄ on this sample of pn segments using O(n) proessors. The randomlyhosen set of O(pn) segments partitions the plane into O(pn) disjoint regions (proof follows later).Eah of the remaining O(n) segments is loated (using the multiloation algorithm of Atallah andGoodrih) in the O(pn) regions, in O(logn) time, using n proessors. Though eah segment maybe divided into a number of smaller segments by the intervals indued by the plane-sweep tree ofthe sample set, the expeted number of segments in eah region will be shown to be O(pn) andless than O(pn logn) with very high probability. The algorithm an now be applied reursively tothe sub-problems in eah of the O(pn) sub-regions, resulting in a reurrene equation of the form�T (n) = �T (pn log n) + O(logn) whih has a solution �T (n) = O(logn). A step-wise desription ofthe algorithm is given below. Proedure Nested-Sweep-TreeInput: Set S of non-interseting line-segments l1; l2; :::; ln in a plane.(1) Choose a set of pn segments randomly from the original set. Eah segment is seleted withequal probability of 1pn .(2) Use the Build-up and Augment algorithms of Atallah and Goodrih [3℄ to onstrut theaugmented plane sweep tree. Time = O(logn), Spae = O(pn logn).(3) Loate the n - pn segments in the plane sweep tree i.e. identify the region (the O(pn) regions)into whih the sample set divides the plane) where eah of the segments lie. Note that a segmentmay lie in more than one region in whih ase it is broken into a number of smaller segments eahof whih lies in only one region. This step uses Atallah and Goodrih's [3℄ multiloation algorithm.The segments whih lie ompletely within a region an be loated using the algorithm diretly.However segments that ross the boundaries an be split into O(pn) broken segments (in the worstase) are loated using a sheme desribed later.(4) If the number of segments in any region is more than a threshold, then apply proedure Nested-Sweep-Tree to eah of these regions. (the threshold an be hosen to be O(logr n) for some non-negative integer r). 9
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Figure 1: The skeleton of a plane-sweep tree. The irled nodes have portions of the segment s-t(orresponding to the intervals overed by the nodes).Step 3 needs further explanation. For this, we need a few probabilisti lemmas whih boundthe size of eah subproblem and the total size of all the subproblems at any level of reursive all.3.3 Random-sampling methods and probabilisti boundsLemma 3 The Plane-Sweep tree of the random sample of pn segments divides the plane into lessthan or equal to 3pn trapezoidal regions.Proof : Assuming distint endpoints there are 2pn vertial segments through the endpoints, eahof whih an be shared by 3 suh trapezoidal regions (see Figure 1). Moreover eah trapezoidalregion is bounded by at most two vertial segments. Thus, there are at most 3pn suh regions. 2To bound the number of segments lying in a given trapezoidal region, we lassify the segmentsinto two groups:(a) Segments that have at most one of their endpoints inside the region.(b) Segments that lie ompletely within the region.(a) The segments that lie partially in the region interset either the left boundary, or theright boundary or both boundaries of the region. Consider an ordered list of the segments LU (i))10



interseting the vertial segment passing through an end-point in the upward diretion. Thesesegments an be ompletely ordered w.r.t. the ordinate (on y). The probability that this orderedlist exeeds m is less than (1� 1pn)m beause eah segment has probability 1pn of being hosen inthe sample. Let us denote by Ei the event that m < kpnlogn (for some k > 1) for a �xed endpointi. The probability that the event ours for any end-point (and there are 2n suh end-points) anbe upper-bounded by P2ni=1 e�k log n. For k > 2, the event that the ordered list of line segmentsLU (i) is less than kpnlogn for all i (whih is the omplement of the previous event) holds with veryhigh likelihood. Thus the number of segments interseting any boundary is less than O(pn logn)with high likelihood (this is only a subset of the previous event).Moreover, the expeted number of line segments that interset a boundary an be upper-boundedby pn (mean of geometri distribution). Note that the random variables representing the numberof segments interseting eah of the regions are not independent. Sine the expetation of the sumis the sum of expetation, the total number of suh segments over all the regions is expeted to be< 12n (sine a trapezoid has at most two vertial segments going up and two going down and thereare < 3pn trapezoids). It follows that, the probability that the total number of lines intersetingall the trapezoids exeeds kmaxn (kmax > 24) is less than 1/2. This implies that by repeating theexperiment of hoosing pn segments logn times, the probability of failure (where a suess is theevent that the total number of intersetions is less than kmaxn) is less than 1n .If we hoose independently p(n) = O(logn) sets of samples, one of them is good with very highlikelihood. However, to determine if a sample is `good', we would have to arry out step 3, O(logn)times eah of whih requires O(logn) time (suh a method is desribed in setion 3.4). Instead,we try to estimate the the number of segments interseting a trapezoid Ti using only a fration ofthe input segments. For example, we an hoose 0 � n= logd n (for some �xed integer d > 2 and aonstant 0 (whih will be determined from the required suess probability of the algorithm) ofthe input segments randomly for the jth sample, Rj . Let Xji is the number of segments intersetingtrapezoid Ti orresponding to sample Rj , 1 � j � b logn (b is �xed integer greater than 0) and Ajibe the number of segments interseting Ti out of the n/logd n randomly hosen input segments forthe same sample. Clearly, Aji is a binomial random variable with parameters 0 � n= logd n , Xji /n.Assuming that Xji is greater than � � logd+1 n, for some onstant �, we an apply Cherno� bounds(see appendix) to tightly bound the estimates within a onstant multipliative fator. Sine we doit only for 1/logd n of the input segments, the total work done for the O(logn) random subsets doesnot hange the total work done (whih we shall show to be O(nlogn) in the next setion). (Notethat Xji < � logd n, it is an easy ase sine pn � p logd n = o(n)).More formally, by invoking Cherno� bounds (see Appendix equations (1) and (2)), for any � >0 (� is a funtion of 0), there exists a 1, independent of n,Prob(Aji � �1Xji = logd n) � 1=n� andProb(Aji � 2�0 �Xji = logd n) < 1=n0� < 1=n� (for 01).From the last two inequalities, Xji is bounded by Lj = Aji logd n=o2� from below, and U j= by Aji logd n=1� from above. With appropriate hanges in the onstants, this ondition holdswith high likelihood (as de�ned in setion 2.1) for all Xji simultaneously. We do the proedure11
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Figure 2: Segment a-b is multiloated in the trapezoidal regions labeled T1, T2, T3, T4.(desribed in the next setion) simultaneously for all the samples Rj and hoose the sample Rjousing the following simple test: Algorithm Sample-selet(Let N j = PAji and the let atual number of intersetions be denoted by T j and the upperand lower bounds obtained from N j by U j and Lj respetively).If ktotaln > U j then aept sample Rj (sine ktotaln � U j � T j), elseif ktotaln � Lj then the sample is `bad' (sine ktotaln � Lj � T j), elseif Lj � ktotaln � U j, then aept the sample Rjo for whih Ejo is minimum. Sineboth ktotaln and T jo lie in this interval this guarantees that T jo � 3 � ktotaln where3 = U j=Lj whih is a onstant.Reall, that from our earlier disussion at least one of the samples would satisfy onditions 1or 3 with very high likelihood.(b) The O(pn) sub-divisions are trapezoidal (see Figure 2) regions whih an be spei�ed by atmost four segments. Thus, there are O(n4) potential trapezoids of whih only O(pn) were hosenin the random sample (Lemma 3). We shall all a trapezoid "good" if it has less than O(pn logn)12



segments within it and "bad" otherwise. Sine the probability that any hosen trapezoid ontainingmore than m segments is less than (1� 1pn)m, the bounds of (a) hold. Thus all the hosen trapezoidsare "good" with very high probability (the number of potential trapezoids from pn segments isless than n2). The total number of segments lying within all trapezoids is obviously less than n(from the input size).We an summarize the above observations in the following lemma:Lemma 4 There exist onstants �; � suh that the probability of any one of the O(pn) trapezoidalregions ontaining more than O(��pn log n) segments (or more appropriately broken segments) isless than n��. Moreover, the total number of suh segments over all trapezoidal regions is less thankmaxn with very high likelihood.The suess of the reursive alls at any level an be argued in an idential manner exept that weallow the probability of suess at level i to diminish to 1 - n�1=2i�1�. For example, in level i, wedo the resampling only logn/2i times.3.4 Partitioning segments into trapezoidal regionsWe shall use a lous-based approah to solve this problem. This approah involves onsidering eahquery as a higher dimensional point and partitioning the underlying spae into regions providingthe same answer. Thus the query problem is redued to a point loation problem, given suÆientpreproessing time and spae. The problem at hand involves preproessing the trapezoidal sub-divisions (indued by the sample) in suh a manner that given the end-points of any segment weshould be able to list the regions it intersets in O(logn) time using dk= log ne proessors where k isthe number of regions that it intersets. We shall show that the preproessing for n segments anbe done in O(logn) time using O(n) proessors, where  is a �xed onstant. Thus we an hooseany sample of size less than n1=.Sine the input segments are non-interseting, these an only extend between regions wherethere exists a `lear-path' whih does not interset any other sample segment. It must also be learthat there an exist more than suh `lear-path' between two regions. Our objetive is to partitionthe plane into regions (equivalent lasses), suh that given any �xed pair of suh regions (where theend-points of a segment lies), the regions that the segment intersets an be pre-determined. Theboundaries of these `lear-paths' are straight-lines joining verties of the trapezoidal subdivisionsand the equivalent regions are intersetions of the half-spaes de�ned by these boundaries. Sine weneed a fast preproessing proedure, we shall settle for a �ner partition of spae (i.e. more than onepair of partitioned region may interset exatly the same set of trapezoids). If n is the size of thetrapezoidal regions, there are O(n) verties whih gives rise to at most O(n2) boundary onditionswhih are straight lines joining every pair of verties. Some of them may interset sampled segmentsand hene are not boundaries of `lear-paths' but it doesn't a�et our proedure sine they wouldonly make the partition more �ne (See Figure 3 for an illustration). These O(n2) lines an intersetin O(n4) verties, giving rise to a O(n4) regions in the partition. This implies that there are O(n8)possible pairs of regions where end-points of a segment ould lie and one an pre-ompute for eahsuh pair whih trapezoids the orresponding segment intersets using O(n9) proessors in O(logn)time.For the point loation problem, we use a pre-proessing sheme similar to Dobkin and Lip-ton [11℄. The following result is a straightforward onsequene of their paper13
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Figure 3: There is a lear path between regions A and B where as there annot be a segmentwith end-points in regions C and B. This redundant partitioning does not a�et the asymptotiomplexity of the algorithm.Lemma 5 Given a set of m line segments in a plane, it is possible to preproess them in O(logm)time time using O(m3) proessors suh that point-loation for any query point an be done inO(logm) time. The spae needed is O(m3).Proof: We merely mimi the sequential algorithm. After omputing all possible pairs of interse-tions in O(1) time using O(m2) proessors, we projet the intersetion on the x-axis and for eahinterval we ompute the total ordering of the lines in O(logm) time using m proessors for eah ofthe intervals. Thus the spae required is O(m3). 2Beause of this pre-proessing there is an inrease in the number of regions from what wementioned in the previous paragraph. Eah region is now a trapezoid (an also be a triangle) andthere are O(n6) regions. Aordingly we require O(n13) proessors to pre-ompute the possibleintersetions. Sine eah region is a trapezoid, we hoose a sample point in eah trapezoid to dothe pre-omputing part. We make a table orresponding to eah pair of regions ontaining thetrapezoids the orresponding segment intersets. For any input segment, we �rst do the pointloation for its end-points and then perform another searh on this ordered pair of regions. Clearlythe whole proedure is a onstant number of binary searhes and takes O(logn) time. We an alsostore the number of interseting trapezoids for eah entry, so that we an alloate the requirednumber of proessors orresponding to eah segment to list the interseting trapezoids (using apre�x sum).Thus we an state the main result of this setion as follows :Theorem 2 Algorithm Nested-Plane-Sweep-tree runs in ~O(log n) time and O(nloglogn) spae using14



O(n) proessors in a CREW PRAM model.Proof : Sine steps 1, 2 and 3 run in O(logn) time, we have the following reurrene equation for�T (n), the expeted time omplexity of the algorithm :�T (n) = O(log n) + (1� n��) �T (n1�� log n) + n�� �T (n� n�)The solution of this reurrene equation gives �T (n) = O(logn) + low order terms. From our previousdisussion � � 1=13.At this point we have shown that with suÆient number of proessors, the algorithm exeutesin expeted O(logn) time. Sine the number of (broken) segments an inrease by a onstant fa-tor (kmax), this ould inrease the input size by a polylogarithmi fator over O(loglogn) levels.Consequently, the proessor bounds would have to inrease by the same fator (from being linear)to ahieve the time bound of O(logn). To avoid this, we make the following modi�ation in thealgorithm. After partitioning the segments into the trapezoidal regions (using the proedure insetion 3.4), we group the segments into two ategories:(a) Segments (part-segments) that have at least one end-point in the region(b) Segments that span the region (horizontally)Notie that number of segments of type (a) is less than 2n and the segments of type (b) in a regioni, Si an be ompletely ordered (with respet to y-oordinate). While performing multiloation, astraight-forward binary searh suÆes for ordered segments in Si. Consequently, we do not furtherpre-proess the segments in Si, i.e. we an leave them out from further reursive alls. Thus,the total size of the subproblems at any level of the reursive all is no more than 2n. Proessoralloation is ahieved by simply setting proessors in a region equal to the number of end-pointslying in it. This shows that the algorithm does not need more than O(n) proessors.To analyze the umulative e�ets of the nested alls on the worst ase total runtime of thealgorithm, we need to onsider only one suh sequene of nested alls. This gives the probabilitythat a leaf-node proess fails to omplete within O(logn) time. Sine the suess of the algorithmdepends on ompletion of all suh proesses (at the leaf level), the probability that the algorithmfails to halt in O(logn) time is less than n�Prob[one suh proess fails℄. Note that this part of theanalysis is very similar to FlashsortFrom lemma 4, we know that for any given level i, the time Ti an be bounded by P[Ti �o logn(�o)i℄ � 2�(�o)i log n�o where �o < 12/13, sine we hoose only n1=13 sample segments.Setting ti = k(�0)i log n�(� o), where o is some onstant, we obtainProb[Ti � k� log n(�0)i + ti ℄ � 2�(�0)i� log n � 2�ti=kIf T is the total time for this worst ase hain of nested alls and m = 1/(1-�0), the probability thatit takes more than mk� logno + t, is less than the sum of the probability of events where Pi ti= t + j, 0 � j � �. Here � = mk� logno. We shall ompute the probability that Pi ti = t andmultiply by �.QPti=t 2�ti � P 2�t=k over tO(loglogn) tuples.Thus Prob[T > km� logno + t℄ < �2�t=k+O(log t log log2 n)15



Using t � km�( � o) log n, for large values of n and m > 1, we an rewrite the above expressionas Prob[T > km� log n℄ < �2��m(�o) log nFor  > 4o, i.e. � o > 3=4, we have the following required bound,Prob[T > �logn℄ � �2�(3=4)� log n � n�1�:assuming that k, m and  are larger than 1. 24 Appliations Of Nested-Plane-Sweep TreeIn this setion, we exploit the data struture that we onstruted in the previous setion to improvethe running time of various algorithms like triangulation, intersetion detetion, 3-D maxima, 2-Ddominane ounting, and visibility from a point.Lemma 6 The nested-plane-sweep-tree onstruted in the previous setion an be used to multilo-ate any query point p in ~O(logn) sequential time.Proof: From Fat 1 multiloation in an O(ni) node plane-sweep tree an be performed in O(logni) serial time. Thus, the expeted time for multiloation in the nested-plane sweep tree obeys thefollowing reurrene relation:�T (n) = O(log n) + (1� n��) �T (pn log n) + (n��) �T (n)giving �T (n) = O(logn) whih is the multiloation time for eah query point p using one proessor.Equivalently, multiloation for O(n) query points an be performed in O(logn) expeted time usingO(n) proessors. The worst ase time bounds an be derived using tehniques similar to the proofof Theorem 2. 24.1 Trapezoidal deomposition and triangulationDe�nition it Trapezoidal Deomposition Let P = fv1; v2; :::; vng be a simple polygon, where vi'sdenote the verties of P, and are listed so that the interior of P is to the left of the walk v1v2::vn.For any vertex vi of P a trapezoidal edge for vi is an edge of P, whih is diretly above or below vi,suh that the vertial line segment from vi to this edge is interior to P. A vertex an have 0,1 or2 suh edges. Trapezoidal deomposition of a polygon P is to �nd the trapezoidal edges for eahvertex of P.Lemma 7 Given a simple polygon P, a trapezoidal deomposition of P an be onstruted in~O(logn) time using O(n) proessors and O(nlogn) spae in a CREW PRAM model.Proof : The trapezoidal deomposition an be done in two distint stages (see Atallah andGoodrih [3℄ for details). In the preproessing part, a nested plane-sweep tree is onstrutedon the edges of the simple polygon P. From theorem 2 this runs in O(logn) time with very highprobability. Subsequently, all the verties of the polygon are multiloated simultaneously using16



O(n) proessors whih takes O(logn) time with very high likelihood (from lemma 6). For eahpoint, it takes a onstant time to determine if the vertial line interseting the trapezoidal edge iswithin the polygon P using one proessor per point. 2Fat 3 (Atallah and Goodrih [3℄): Given a one-sided monotone polygon with n verties, P anbe triangulated in O(logn) time and O(n) spae using O(n) proessors in a CREW PRAM model.Our next theorem is a diret onsequene of this fat and Lemma 7.Theorem 3 Given a simple polygon with n verties, P an be triangulated in ~O(logn) time andO(nlogn) spae using O(n) proessors in a CREW PRAM model.Proof: The algorithm onsists of three phases:(1) We �rst build the Nested Plane-Sweep-Tree on the edges of the polygon. With very highprobability this an be done in O(logn) time and O(nlogn) spae (from theorem 2).(2) The simple polygon is deomposed into one-sided monotone polygons by using trapezoidaldeomposition (see Atallah and Goodrih [3℄ for details). Thus, from lemma 7 the expeted runningtime for this phase is O(logn).(3) Eah of the one-sided monotone polygons an be triangulated in O(logn) time and O(n) spaefrom fat 3.The proof of the theorem follows diretly from the above steps. 24.2 Visibility from a pointDe�nition Visibility from a point Given a set of line segments S = fs1; s2:::sng, whih do notinterset, exept possibly at end-points, and a point p, determine the part of the plane whih isvisible from p when every segment si is opaque.We shall assume the point p to be at negative in�nity below all segments. The algorithm thatwe present below an appropriately modi�ed for any general point. Notie that now (with theassumption) the problem is to determine the projetions of segments on the x-axis, suh that inase of overlap the segment loser to x axis has preedene (see Figure 4).The solution to this problem onsists of a sequene of points fp1; p2:::p2ng suh that two onse-utive points pi; pi+1 de�ne a segment visible in the interval [x(pi), x(pi+1)℄. An important propertyof this problem is that the visibility is a ontinuous funtion between the endpoints of the segments,i.e. for all points between two endpoints (projetion of the endpoints on the x axis), the same seg-ment will be visible. We an refer to the endpoints as ritial points where the visibility funtionde�ned as Vis(x) may hange its value. This property enables us to solve the problem eÆiently.Sine Vis(x) is onstant between any two onseutive endpoints, we hoose a point p whih liesin this interval below all the segments and draw a vertial line through p. The segment whihintersets the vertial line �rst (from below) is the visible segment in the orresponding interval.Formally, the algorithm an be desribed as follows:Algorithm Visibility(1) Given a set S of non-interseting segments, sort their endpoints on the x-oordinate. Thisan be done in O(logn) time using Cole's [8℄ parallel mergesort algorithm whih does not have a17
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Figure 4: The intervals on the x-axis are labeled by the segment visible in that interval.large onstant as does the AKS algorithm.(2) For eah of the 2n-1 bounded intervals, hoose a point within the interval. A possible hoie isthe midpoint of an interval. Let us denote them by fp1; p2; :::p2n�1g.(3) Construt a Nested Plane-Sweep tree on the segments of set S.(4) Multiloate the 2n-1 midpoints on this tree giving us ordered pairs of the form (pi; sj) whiharries the required visibility information for the interval [xi; xi+1℄ .The following theorem is a diret onsequene of our previous disussion:Theorem 4 Given a set S of segments and a point p, the visibility of the plane indued by this setof segments from this point an be omputed in ~O(logn) time using O(n) proessors in a CREWPRAM.5 Dominane ProblemsThe problems takled in the previous setion used trapezoidal deomposition whih an be eÆientlyarried out with the nested-plane sweep tree. A plane sweep tree was onstruted on a randomsample, and was used to divide and onquer on the plane whih was divided into trapezoidal regions.An important property whih was not mentioned expliitly was that by dividing up the plane insuh a manner we did not require a merging phase. For trapezoidal deomposition, loating a pointwithin a partiular trapezium at any phase eliminated interation with the other regions sine thetrapezoidal edge ould not be exterior to this region. The problems dealt in this setion are ofsomewhat di�erent nature, and there may arise a need to determine the relative loation of a querypoint with respet to more than one trapezoidal regions. This distintion an be brought out morelearly by the following example : Given a set of non-interseting segments and a query point, p,18



we wish to determine the following:(1) Whih segment is immediately above p?(2) Among all the segments above p whih one is the longest?The �rst problem an be solved by trapezoidal deomposition whih an be done eÆiently usingthe Nested-Plane-Sweep tree. However, the seond problem appears more diÆult and indeed it isbeause it annot be solved by simply �nding the segment immediately above the point p within oneregion. It will be shown that the latter problem an be solved easily using the normal plane-sweeptree but the onstrution of this tree is the bottlenek i.e. it takes O(lognloglogn) time using O(n)proessors. To avoid building the full data struture we shall argue that we do not need all theattributes (mentioned in setion 3.1) in the plane-sweep tree and also avoid the need for frationalasading in the algorithms presented in this setion.5.1 Maximal set in three-dimensionsThe Maxima problem is de�ned as follows : Given a set S of points in d-dimensions, the maximaof S is the set of all points pi, suh that pi 2 S, and is not dominated on all dimensions by anyother point in set S.EÆient sequential algorithms are known for only two and three dimensions (O(nlogn) time al-gorithm is optimal). For two dimensions, an O(logn) algorithm using O(n) proessors is easilyobtainable by using the O(logn) AKS sorting network or Cole's [8℄ parallel mergesort (whih has amuh lower onstant). The best known result for 3-D maxima is O(lognloglogn) from Atallah andGoodrih's algorithm ([3℄) in whih they use parallel merging tehniques. We present a method toredue the 3-D maxima problem to integer sorting so that we an solve it in O(logn) time usingO(n) proessors.Given a set S of points in three dimensions, onsider their projetion on the x-y plane. For anypoint (xi; yi) draw the segment si parallel to x-axis joining (0, yi) and (xi; yi). Note that any point(xj ; yj) is dominated by another point (xi; yi) i� the point lies below si and also zj � zi. Thismeans that the point is dominated by pi on all the axes. Instead of omparing the z oordinatesof all si whih are above pj, it is enough to ompare zj with the maximum of the z oordinate forall the segments si whih dominate pj (Figure 5). Note that identifying the segments whih areabove pj is similar to the multiloation of pj. However, this time we are not only interested in thesegment whih lie diretly above pj but also whih of them has the maximum z-oordinate and thisis unique for any interval. It is possible to preompute the maximum z oordinate for eah intervalso that the neessary omparisons an be performed in onstant additional time during eah stepof multiloation. This preproessing requires a parallel-pre�x type of omputation. The followingwell known result an be used to do this eÆiently:Fat 4: Parallel pre�x omputation for n element sequene an be done in O(logn) time usingO(n/logn) proessors (for example see Reif [20℄).The sequene of elements in eah node are segments "overing" the orresponding interval ofthe plane-sweep-tree sorted on y axes and the operation needed is MAX. (Reall the de�nition of`overing' from setion 3.1)However, as mentioned previously, we annot a�ord to onstrut the full data struture of [3℄19
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Figure 5: Point P1 is not a maxima i� it is dominated by P2 or P6 in the z-oordinate.and therefore the following observations an be made :Observation 1: We do not require frational asading to perform multiloation of the inputpoints. We an instead use their ranks in the list H(v). Note that frational asading gives usmore information for multiloating those points that are not in the input set (used for building thetree).Observation 2 : We an build the sets H(v) in O(logn) time using the following result:Fat 5: (Rajasekaran [19℄) Integer sort of n keys in the range [1, nO(1)℄ an be performed intime O(logn) using n/logn proessors in a CREW PRAM model given word size of n� bits for any�>0.We �rst build the skeleton of the plane sweep tree on the intervals indued by the end-points ofthe segments (orresponding to the input points). Note that the segments an be totally ordered onthe y oordinates and after an initial sorting on the y-oordinate , we an make use of their ranks(whih is an integer in the interval [1,n℄) instead of the atual y oordinate. Using one proessorper segment and onurrent read, we an �nd the alloation nodes for eah segment - there anbe at most 2�logn for eah. Due to the speial nature of the line segments (all have the sameleft x oordinate), it an be seen that the alloation node annot be a right hild. We also makea slight modi�ation - we not only alloate segments to the appropriate intervals but also to all20
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Figure 6: Pa is alloated to the irled node and the square nodes store Pb and P 0b . Nodes marked`N' are the speial nodes of alloation for Pb whih are the left-hildren on the alloation path ofPb.the left hilds in the alloation path (see Figure 6 for an illustration of suh nodes). These arespeial alloation nodes of a segment so we distinguish them by some speial markings. Note thatthere an be at most logn suh speial alloation nodes for eah segment. We an next build theunordered lists for H(v) (H(v) is ordered on y axis) for eah node v of the plane-sweep tree usinglexiographi sorting and pre�x omputation on the ordered pairs (v, si). Though there an beO(nlogn) suh pairs, this an still be done in O(logn) time using n proessors using Fats 4 and 5.Another appliation of sorting (on the ranks of the y oordinate) and pre�x omputation gives usthe H(v) in the same time bounds.The full algorithm is presented below :Proedure 3-D Maximait Input n points in 3-dimensions, where eah point pi is de�ned by its 3-oordinates (xi; yi; zi).(1) Build a plane-sweep tree on the segments joining (xi; yi) and (0; yi), and ompute the H(v)'susing the sheme desribed in observation 2. At the end of this step, we shall have for eah segment,its rank in all the H(v)'s (at most 2logn) whih will be used for multiloation.21



(2) For eah node ni, alulate Max(sk;ni) = maxz � oord fs1;nis2;ni :::sknig for k � jH(ni)j,where s1;ni ; s2;ni ; :::; sjH(ni)j;ni are segments in node ni ordered on y oordinate (whih is the setH(ni) from its de�nition.) During this step, the marked entries (whih are to be used for multilo-ation) are assigned y-oordinates of -1 so that they do not a�et the omputation.(3) At eah node, in the path followed by a point pi from the root to the right most alloation nodeof si, ompare z(pi) with the Max(sk;ni), where pi lies immediately below sk;ni using the rank of siin the orresponding H(v). If at any time during the searh z(pi) is less than this value, pi is not aMaxima of S. (Note that this step an be done in O(logn) time by using one proessor per point.)endTheorem 5 Algorithm 3-D Maxima �nds the maximal points orretly in O(logn) time and O(nlogn)spae using O(n) proessors in a CREW PRAM model.Proof : The proof of the time omplexity is based on the previous disussion. To see that itidenti�es the maximal points orretly, we have to explain signi�ane of the "marked" nodes inmore detail. Given points pa and pb, where pa dominates pb, we have to ensure that they arealloated to at least one ommon node, so that in step 3, we are able to eliminate pb from the setof maximal elements. This may not happen in the normal alloation sheme (as shown in Figure6), hene there is a need for speial nodes. The assignment of -1 to the speial nodes in step 2,prevents pb from dominating pa if y(pb) > y(pa) and z(pb) > z(pa), but x(pb) < x(pa). 25.2 Two-set dominane on a planeThe two-set dominane ounting problem is de�ned as follows: Given a set V = fp1; p2; ::plgand a set U = fq1;q2; ::qmg of points in the plane, we wish to determine the number of points in Vwhih are dominated (on two oordinates) by eah point qi in U. This seems to be losely relatedto the two-dimensional dominane problem but is harder sine not only we have to identify pointsthat are not maximum but also �nd all points whih dominate a given point. However this probleman also be solved using a sheme similar to the previous problem.Given the set U and V, we transform eah point qi 2 U, with oordinates (xi; yi), into a segmentsi joining (xi; yi) and (0; yi) (similar to the previous problem) and build a plane-sweep tree on thesesegments. Then, in parallel, alloate eah point pi of set V on this tree to the appropriate intervals(all the nodes in the path whih are left hildren in the tree). These are marked as speial elementsto be used for dominane ounting. Next, we onstrut the sets H(v)'s using the original segments aswell as the points of V. We mark the elements orresponding to pi and qi with 1 and 0 respetively.In eah node, the number of speial points in H(v) (the points of V) lying under a segment siis the number of points dominated by si in that interval. Thus, we an arry out a pre�x sumomputation using the reverse order of the H(v)'s. To �nd the total number of points dominatedby qi, we simply add up sequentially the numbers over all the intervals (at most logn) in whih thesegment is alloated. A formal desription of the algorithm is given belowTwo-set dominane ounting22



(1) Build a Plane-Sweep tree on the segments joining (xi; yi) and (0; yi) where (xi; yi) orrespondto oordinates of a point qi in set U.(2) Loate eah point pi of set V simultaneously on the plane-sweep tree onstruted in step 1 andalloate it to all the nodes (intervals) whih are the left hildren in the path taken by the point inthe tree. (Note that pi is not stored as a segment but just as a point.)(3) Mark the points of V and onstrut H(v) by lexiographi sorting on the pairs (v, y(pi)) usingthe integer sorting algorithm in [19℄.(4) For eah node v of the tree perform a parallel pre�x sum on the the set H(v) to ount thenumber of points of V lying below a qi. This gives us the total number of points dominated by asegment (and hene the orresponding point) in a ertain interval.(5) For any segment �nd the total number of points dominated by all the intervals of the segment.This an also be done using one proessor per qi, sine there an be at most logn intervals for eahsegment si.Theorem 6 Algorithm Two-set dominane ounting runs orretly in O(logn) time using O(n)proessors in a CREW model where n = jUj + jVj.Proof : The proof of orretness of the algorithm is similar to 3-D dominane where we use somespeial alloation nodes. To ensure a orret ount of the number of points in set V dominated byqk, we have to ount eah point pi (dominated by qk) exatly one. Thus qk and pi should shareexatly one node of alloation. The speial alloation nodes guarantee that there will be at leastone shared node. The argument that there is at most one suh node follows from the way that piand qi are stored in the tree. All the nodes where pi's are alloated are in a path (and hene arerelated as anestors), where as the qi are stored (as transformed segments) in nodes whih annotbe anestors of eah other. The justi�ation for time omplexity follows easily from the preedingdisussion sine eah of the steps an be ompleted in O(logn) time. 2Two-set dominane ounting an be used to solve a number of problems eÆiently, among whihthe multiple range-ounting problem is very important. Multiple range ounting problem an bedesribed as following : Given a set V of l points and a set R of m retangles (ranges), the multiplerange-ounting problem is to ompute the number of points interior to eah retangle. Note thatthis is equivalent to a data base query where the ranges are de�ned by two di�erent keys. The nextresult follows immediately.Corollary 3 Given a set V of l points in a plane, and a set R of m isotheti retangles, we ansolve the multiple range-ounting problem for V and R in O(logn) time with very high probabilityusing O(n) proessors where n = l + m.Proof : We an transform this problem into two-dimensional dominane ounting problem asfollows: Given a retangle r de�ned by its four orners (p1; p2; p3; p4) the number of pointsenlosed by a retangle is equal to d(p1) - d(p2) - d(p3) + d(p4). Here p1 is the upper right ornerof the retangle, p4 the lower right orner and d(v) denotes the number of points in V two-dominated(dominated on both oordinates) by v. The result follows. 2
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6 Conluding remarksIn this paper we have designed parallel algorithms for solving a variety of problems in omputa-tional geometry whih have optimal running time with high probability. Some of these algorithmsuse a new data struture, whih we all Nested-Plane-Sweep tree. This appears to be an usefulmodi�ation of the plane-sweep tree desribed in Aggarwal et al. [1℄ and Atallah and Goodrih [3℄.On the other hand, plane-sweep tree itself an be used to solve a number of problems optimally ifit an be onstruted optimally. Random splitting was used very e�etively to divide and onqueron the plane, raising hopes about extending these tehniques eÆiently to problems with higherdimensions like the three-dimensional onvex hulls. A hallenging exerise will be mapping thesealgorithms to �xed interonnetion networks like hyperube and maintain the same performane.As mentioned in the introdution, Atallah, Cole and Goodrih [2℄ have independently disoveredoptimal deterministi algorithms for all these problems. Some of their algorithms use the lesspowerful EREW model and their algorithms and they do not use n� size size words that we needfor integer-sorting. Sine they are based on an approah used by Cole for the optimal parallelmergesort algorithm (see [8℄), there is little hope of extending them to the �xed interonnetionmodels while maintaining the optimal performane ahieved in the PRAM models.Moreover, as demonstrated by Clarkson [7℄, randomized methods have very wide appliationsin omputational geometry in terms of simplifying deterministi algorithms or speeding up sub-optimal algorithms. Though his methods were restrited to a sequential setting, this paper providesample evidene that they an be extended to the parallel setting with some additional tehniques(as seen in setion 3.4). In addition, the algorithms an be made to run in a ertain time (andnumber of proessors) with very high likelihood instead of just a onstant probability. There arestill a number of important problems in omputational geometry whih do not have optimal parallelalgorithms and we feel that this paper has merely srathed the surfae.AknowledgementsWe wish to thank Ken Clarkson for pointing out a serious error in the proof of Lemma 4 in anearlier version of the manusript. More spei�ally, we had laimed high probability bounds usinga straight-forward sampling proedure whih was refuted by a ounter-example due to Peter Shor.We are also grateful to the referees for their omments for improving presentation and espeiallyfor notiing that the assumption regarding binomial distribution in the proof of Lemma 1 wasinorret in the way it was being used. We are also grateful to S. Rajasekaran for several insightfuldisussions on the probabilisti arguments and to Salman Azhar for arefully reading an earlierversion.Referenes[1℄ A. Aggarwal, B. Chazelle, L. Guibas, C. O'Dunlaing, and C. Yap. Parallel omputationalgeometry. Pro. of 25th Annual Symposium on Foundations of Computer Siene, pages 468{ 477, 1985. also appears in full version in Algorithmia, Vol. 3, No. 3, 1988, pp. 293-327.24
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A AppendixWe say a random variable X upper-bounds another random variable Y (equivalently Y lower boundsX) if for all x suh that 0 � x � 1, Prob(X � x) � Prob(Y � x).A Bernoulli trial is an experiment with two possible outomes viz. suess and failure. Theprobability of suess is p.A binomial variable X with parameters (n,p) is the number of suesses in n independentBernoulli trials, the probability of suess in eah trial being p. The probability mass funtion of Xan be easily seen to beProb(X � x) = Pxk=0 nk ! pn(1� p)n�kThe tail end of the Binomial distribution an be bounded by Cherno� bounds. In partiularthe following approximations due to Angluin and Valiant are frequently used:Prob(X � m) � �npm �mem�np (1)Prob(X � m) � �npm �me�np+m (2)Prob(X � (1� �)pn) � exp(��2np=2) (3)Prob(X � (1 + �)np) � exp(��2np=3) (4)for all 0 < � < 1. The last two bounds atually follow from the Cherno� bounds whih (for adisrete distribution) an be stated asProb[A � x℄ � z�xGA(z) where GA(z) is the probability generating funtion.To minimize the bound we substitute z = zo that minimizes the right side expression.The probability mass funtion of a modi�ed geometri random variable X is spei�ed by pX(i) =p(1� p)i for i = 0,1,2 .. The probability generating funtion of a modi�ed geometri random variableX is given by GY (z) p1�(1�p)z where p is the probability of suess in eah individual trial. Reallthat, Y is the number of trials before we have a suess. Thus the generating funtion of sum oflogn independent idential modi�ed geometri random variable is given byGY (z)� p1�(1�p)z�log n GY (z)� p1�(1�p)z�log nUsing Cherno� bounds and minimizing the bounds by di�erentiating we obtainProb[Y � logn℄ � n� log2 2+1 for p = 1/2For  > 2, we an write it as Prob[Y � logn℄ � n�� where � > 0. (5)
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